Abstract. Based on the data of atlantoaxial joint (AAJ) by contrast-enhanced CT scan, finite element modeling (FEM) of AAJ with vertebral artery (VA) was constituted and its feasibility and possible application were evaluated. CT data of AAJ with VA was selected from PACS in our hospital. The occipital, vertebral body and VA were distinguished and saved them as the STL format, the geometric and finite element model of AAJ with VA were established with adjusting the relevant parameters. Comparison was made between the model and 3D-image, and AAJ functions were simulated. FEM cannot clearly only show or measure the morphology of AAJ and VA, but observe the AAJ rotary motion and have a force analysis. In conclusion, FEM of AAJ with VA is a practical method on the CT data, and it has a high reliability, and can be used for studying the anatomy and biomechanics of AAJ.
algorithm to continue.
Establishment of Geometric Model. Due to the structure complexity of the geometric model of AAJ and VA, the author uses the point surface modeling method. Each vertebral body and VA was distinguished and saved as STL format files using threshold and manual binding technique, and imported the MIMICS software. In MIMICS, AAJ and VA were divided into a plurality of regions according to the structure change of curvature, and the geometric model of AAJ with VA formed using point cloud data.
Establishment of FEM. firstly, mapped mesh of AAJ and VA. For their different structures, the different unit types were used to simulate. Content include: shell elements are used for the cortical bone of vertebral body, average thickness is 0.625 mm; solid element for cancellous bone, as well as the disc and VA. The ligaments are fibrous tissue with tension load, atlantoaxial ligament such as anterior longitudinal ligament, posterior longitudinal ligament, interspinal ligament and interspinous ligament. They were used the linear membrane element with tension property, membrane unit thickness is 0.625 mm. There are 91967 solid unit and 367868 shell / membrane element in the FEM of AAJ and VA.
Relevant Material Parameters. These parameters were form the reference papers [6] . Atlantoaxial bone using isotropic elastic material, cortical bone was the density of 1.83 g/cm, Young's modulus of 1. 
Results
CT data of AAJ with VA meet the requirements of FEM. The bone structures including the occipital bone (C0), atlas (C1), axis (C2), third cervical vertebrae (C3) and VA were clearly showed and easily distinguished, but the figments of AJJ were not easy to segment because their structure is small.
FEM of AAJ with VA, which is similar with CT 3D-image. By segmenting the C0, C1, C2, C3 and VA, these structures finally gets clearly display and realize the imaging separate and fusion. FEM of AAJ with VA can be rotated any angle or direction in the three-dimensional space, and measured all of structures.
Modeling method with CT data was simple and not difficult. Compared with CT three-dimensional image, the FEM cannot only clearly show the structure and morphology of AAJ and VA, but can observe the AAJ rotary motion, and have a force analysis by exerting force (Fig.  1) . 
Discussion
Modeling Process. Used CTA imaging data of head and neck, AAJ and VA can be clearly segmented based on the deformable contour and automatic segmentation. This is the first step to construct 3D geometric model and FEM. In order to improve the modeling speed and accuracy of segmentation, the algorithm should also consider the direct segmentation operation in three-dimensional space. On this basis, the adaptive triangulation algorithm should be used. In the area of complex structure, the more and finer tetrahedral were meshed, then in the area of simple structure or a single physical properties, the less and coarse tetrahedral were generated. Only in this way, the tetrahedral number of FEM can effectively be controlled and adjusted to ensure the FEM with suitable size, which can be used to finish the functional simulation and calculation, and it was close to the actual structure as far as possible. Finally, it is the point to select the parameters of physical properties and material characteristics about AAJ, VA and ligaments [3, 5] . These parameters can be from previous studies and own experiments, which also are the important research contents. Biomechanics Research. Research methods of biomechanics include animal experiment, physical experiment, cadaver experiment and computer simulation, of which the cadaver experiments were the ideal, their results can be used for the direction and evaluation the effect of surgical operation. However, the cadaver experiment lacks the biological characteristics, and the cost is relatively high. Besides, the cadaver specimens are difficult to get. The computer simulation has a certain advantages with a relatively low costs, it can be repeated by changing the parameters of experiment. Computer simulation can provide the mechanical changes of local structures, and supple the experimental deficiency of cadaveric specimens [5, 6] . In the theory, FEM technique is applicable to any complex structure and functional simulation, but in practical application, there exist many problems need to solve. The simulation results should be had a theoretical basis and analyzed or compared with the experiments in vitro or vivo, this is a very important steps. FEM of AAJ with VA is a collective body of the AAJ, VA finite element with limited degrees of freedom. Their nodes connected the unit to unit, whose action transfer through nodes. Based on relationship with node, displacement and nodal force, each unit with material properties, boundary conditions and load was set, its stiffness matrix was calculated and had a mathematical expression to observe the biomechanical changes. By changed the related parameters, the biomechanics characteristics of AAJ were achieved, as well as the fluid mechanics of VA.
Accuracy of FEM. influence factors of FEM accuracy include the finite element grid and model material definition. About grid, the hexahedron element with eight nodes was adopted, and strictly controlled the quality of the model unit. Defining the model material is a key part, AAJ related materials data were scarce, because of the late start about the researches. Early model material definition is relatively simple, for example, the model was from the Kleinberger [7] , its vertebrae simply defined as rigid material, disc as a elastic material and ligament as a linear elastic material and so on. In fact, there was a certain gap with the actual cervical vertebra. In addition, some parameters were from the lumbar spine, although there are some similar, but the mechanical function, structure characteristics are different. This study based on existing cervical material on the experimental data and the characteristics of cervical structures, there were an appropriate scaling about material parameters of AAJ, our believed that will make the material parameters of AAJ structures more representative. Of course, the material parameters of model proposed by this study, that must not meet the body's physiological standard and still need to constantly enrich, perfect in the future study. This is a continuous process of development, including the verification and supplement of the new physiological parameters.
Modeling Data and Methods. CT data is from our hospital, it is rich and easy to achieve. The data is objective and include the true anatomic structures. Used the CT data, the modeling is simple and model is reliable. Compared another modeling method used CAD data, the method used CT data will greatly simplify the whole of modeling process, reduce the modeling difficulty, and reduce the modeling time. It was easy to grasp for the radiologist to obtain the anatomical structure with high precision, which can provided the conditions and basis for the study of the AAJ and VA 6th International Conference on Management, Education, Information and Control (MEICI 2016) related diseases. Based on FEM of AAJ with VA, the interactive simulation technology can actually be operated, including the 3D-roaming, 3D-display and 3D-control, which have been many mature experiences, they can be directly used in the functional simulation of AAJ and VA [5, 6] . Interacted with the mouse and the FEM and applied various loads, the surface dislocation of AAJ can be had an accurate calculation and measurement, as well as the biomechanical changes on the AAJ, ligament and VA and so on. The final results were displayed in an intuitive graph. This results might reveal the abnormal anatomy and pathology of AAJ dislocation and VA lumen stenosis, and provide a tool and platform for studying on the diagnosis and treatment of related to AAJ and VA diseases [8, 9, 10] .
